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Create and edit high quality cards in
a few steps. Save the result as PDF,
PNG or JPG. Add text and select
from a variety of styles and fonts.
Picture editing and photo filters.
Product Info Category Desktop
Applications Operating System
Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Price Free
Developer Pexel Official Site
www.pexel.com/pexel Movavi
Video Converter Pro: Movavi
Video Converter Pro is all you need
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when you need to convert your
video files. It allows you to easily
edit your videos, or even create
videos from any source files. You
can convert all your existing videos
to all popular media formats,
including popular video formats
such as MP4, WMV, MOV, AVI,
MPG, MPEG, etc. In addition to
the media formats, you can also
convert videos for free as well as
DRM, copy protection, and menus.
Movavi Video Converter Pro
Features: ► NOVA UI — Users
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will love the simple and intuitive
interface, which makes the whole
process as easy as a button click. ►
GUIDE — A quick and
comprehensive step-by-step guide,
which will be of great help to users
who don’t know how to use the
software. ► SUPER BETA —
Users can try the premium version
for free, which includes 10 highdefinition presets, a trial period of
14 days and 20 free time-limited
licenses. ► INTUITIVE CURSOR
— Hint the cursor in the right place
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when the action needs to start. Drag
to preview, and drag to continue. ►
NO MORE CLOCK — Simply
swipe to delete. No more time
limit! ► PRESET — Choose a
preset to start with. ► VARIABLE
DECODER BIT RATE — You can
choose any option to decode your
videos, including the highest bit
rate. ► AVC/H.264 — AVC/H.264
is the most popular video format
and it can convert any video to that
format. ► H.265 — H.265 is a
better and more efficient format to
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convert videos to. ► H.264 VIDEO
SIZE — You can choose the output
video size to make your videos
more suitable for different devices.
► AVI, MP4, MOV, FLV, MPG,
MPEG — Convert your videos to
any format listed above. ► HD
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KEYMACRO Pro is a multifunctional keyboard and mouse
macro software. It allows you to
create auto-repeat keyboard macros
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and mouse clicks in simple steps.
KEYMACRO enables you to
define macros to press keys or
mouse clicks in sequence, record
the macro as a hot key or associate
with any file type. It also comes
with advanced features like audio
controls, advanced hotkey dialog,
shortcut keys, shortcut keys dialog,
dynamic macro recording, real-time
recording, and more. It has a unique
method of recording macros, which
is very convenient and much easier
than a traditional user manual
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method. It is compatible with
Windows XP/7/8/Vista/10/Server2
003/8/Vista/10/Server 2003, and
works fine with Windows
applications. The latest version of
the software contains several new
features, such as the ability to
create hotkeys in conjunction with
any file type, audio controls, realtime recording, dynamic macro
recording, and much more.
KEYMACRO enables you to
define macro actions that will be
activated by a particular button
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press. As you use these macros, you
can invoke the action you want,
make a picture, change a file or
play a sound, etc. You can assign
one of these actions to any key on
your keyboard, and press any key to
start a recording. Simply put, it is a
piece of software that can greatly
enhance your productivity by
allowing you to create mouse clicks,
sequences of mouse clicks,
keystrokes, hotkeys and other
automations that will be activated
by pressing or releasing any button
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on your keyboard. The possibilities
are practically endless, and with a
few tweaks you can transform your
machine into a powerful office or
desktop automation tool. It is
designed to help you save time, and
in most cases it does exactly that.
Steps to Use: Download the
application Download the free trial
version Run the application and
select the languages and set the
keyboard shortcuts Once you have
done all that you need to do, you
can now start using the program.
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Important Notes: While it can
record hotkeys and keystrokes, it
cannot record key combinations,
unless you use some virtual
software. It can only record
keystrokes and mouse clicks, and
not key combinations or keystrokes
in Windows Explorer. Keyboard
Shortcuts: Keyboard shortcuts are
programmed in the keyboard or
keyboard group. Press the
Keyboard Hotkey Modifier keys +
1d6a3396d6
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Greeting Card Xpress is a powerful
app that enables you to create and
personalize your own greeting
cards. With the app, you can create
cards in multiple formats including
from scratch or using a template. If
you need to, you can start from
scratch using a template. Once you
have started using the app, you will
be provided with a wide range of
templates in which you can choose
to use and also with layouts you can
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opt for. You can further customize
your cards and create layouts that
allow you to show off a number of
photos in a memorable way. The
app’s photo editor will allow you to
add special effects, filters and
frames to your photos in order to
create a more impressive card.
With this app, you will be able to
create cards in 2D or 3D formats.
You can choose to work on single
or multiple pages using your
favorite photos. Also, you will be
able to add a text message to your
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card and you will have access to
more than 2,000 pre-written text
messages that you can use to create
your own. Once you are done, you
can insert your cards into a PDF
file or into an AVI format video
file that you can further print or
post on social media. With the builtin photo editor, you will be able to
further enhance your photos using
various tools like brightness,
contrast, gamma and opacity. Also,
you will be able to select a part of
the image to change while leaving
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the rest intact. By keeping the
Control key pressed, you will be
able to revert to the previous mode
and by holding down the Shift key,
you will be able to access the
correction mode. Apart from the
photo editor, you will be able to use
a wide variety of formats such as
PNG, JPEG and JPG. With this
app, you will be able to create cards
in a lot of different formats, so it
will be much easier for you to send
your created cards via email or to
other social media networks.
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Review Snap Real Estate Designed
for both real estate professionals
and real estate consumers, Snap lets
you create high quality 2D and 3D
models using your smartphone and
web browser to instantly view and
share, regardless of device or
browser. The app enables you to
create detailed 360° immersive
panoramas of your favorite real
estate properties. You can further
use the app to measure various
properties using “laser” technology.
The app is compatible with a wide
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range of smartphone models, iOS
and
What's New In Greeting Card Xpress?

Best wishes from your friends at
Greeting Card Xpress! Features: •
Image Editor: Photo enhancements
(enlarging, resizing, cropping,
rotating, contrast and brightness
adjustment, resampling) Basic
image editing: rotate, flip, flip
vertically, cut, paste, mask
Correction Mode (reduces photo to
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more pleasing color tones and
adjusts saturation) Other features: •
Photo Album: You can organize
your images in your Photo Album
(a section inside the photo editor). •
Batch Transfers: You can run all the
functions of the photo editor on
multiple photos at once. • Mask
Editor: You can create and apply
masks to your pictures. •
Background Editor: You can
change the background color,
border, shadow, and image color. •
Property Editor: You can edit the
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properties of images (contrast,
brightness, colors, saturation, hue,
and transparency). • Fonts Editor:
You can use font types (such as
handwriting, block, scripts, and
built-in fonts) and edit them. •
Background Creator: You can
generate a background for your
photos. • Templates: You can use
several templates to create a
greeting card. • Creators: This
feature allows you to create your
own photos using other photos as
references. • Photo Cutters: You
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can add text to photos and run
various functions on them. •
Background Adjuster: You can
adjust the background, borders, and
color of your photos. • Border
Adjuster: You can change the
border width, style, and color of
your pictures. • White Balance
Creator: You can use this function
to easily change the white balance
of your photos. • Tint: You can
adjust the color tone of your
pictures. • Color Creator: You can
add and remove colors from your
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pictures. • Enhance: You can
enhance the clarity and contrast of
your images. • Color Splash: You
can create a special background for
your photos by combining images,
colors and fonts. • Mask Creator:
You can create your own masks
from any images. • Texture Editor:
You can change the smoothness of
your images by adjusting the noise
or vignetting. • Remover: You can
remove unwanted elements from
your images. • Label Creator: You
can add text and fonts to your
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photos. • Animation Creator: You
can create animated images. •
Frames Creator: You can change
the style and format of your frames.
• Copyright info: You can change
the copyright info of your images. •
Transfer to: You can transfer all
your images to your photo library or
PC or to a clipboard. • Original,
Good, Default and Power Savings:
You can use these functions to view
images in original, Good,
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System Requirements:

Memory: 1 GB RAM (4 GB+
recommended) CPU: Intel Core
i3-530 @ 2.5 GHz or AMD
equivalent Hard disk: 20 GB
available space Windows 7 64-bit
Windows 8 64-bit Mac OS X 10.8
Other Requirements: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 680 or equivalent
Intel HD 4000 (optional,
recommended) Input device:
Keyboard and mouse (optional)
Audio: The recommended audio
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device is Realtek ALC262 OpenGL
version: 3.3
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